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**Scope and Content**

This collection consists largely of Newspapers and publications directly following Hurricane Sandy. The publications are from local neighborhoods, newspapers that serve all of New York, and press from Unions, CUNY and from Brooklyn College itself. There is also information on Sandy Relief efforts. Along with all of this information, you will find a coin found in Rockaway and a can of water produced by Anheuser-Busch. After the hurricane hit, the company decided to develop drinking water in their “beer” cans to donate to needy neighborhoods and Red Cross Relief members. Over One million cans were produced.

**Series Outline**

Series 1: Brooklyn College Publications
Series 2: Local Neighborhood Newspapers
Series 3: NYC Newspapers
Series 4: CUNY publications
Series 5: Union Publications
Series 6: Email Correspondence
Series 7: Resource materials
Series 8: Miscellaneous
Series Descriptions

Series 1: Brooklyn College Publications 1 Folder  Arrangement alphabetically then by date.

This series consists of Brooklyn College-produced newspapers and magazines which addressed topics revolving around Hurricane Sandy. Issues of Night Call, The Kingsman, The Excelsior and Brooklyn College Magazine can be found within this series.

Series 2: Local Neighborhood Newspapers Arrangement alphabetically then by date.


Series 3: NYC Newspapers Arrangement alphabetically then by date.

This series contains one New York Post newspaper from November 27, 2012 and contains several articles on the devastation of Hurricane Sandy.

Series 4: CUNY Publications Arrangement by date.

This series consists of several issues of the publication CUNY Matters.

Series 5: Union Publications Arrangement alphabetically then by date.

This series consists of Union-run newspapers and other prints which addressed the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy. Issues of Public Employee Press, NYSUT United, and The Work Force can be found within this Series.

Series 6: Email Correspondence Arrangement by date.

This series consists of generic emails that went out regarding Hurricane Sandy recovery information. Some emails were sent out through all of CUNY from the chancellor Matthew Goldstein. Other emails were sent to the Brooklyn College community from Brooklyn college President Karen Gould and Provost/Senior VP for Academic Affairs, William A. Tramontano.

Series 7: Resources

This series consists of brochures, pamphlets, business cards, and post cards, related to Hurricane Sandy relief efforts. There are also event fliers and invitations for Hurricane Sandy Benefits.

Series 8: Miscellaneous

This series contains a can of drinking water donated by Anheuser Busch. This is one of over one million cans produced and sent to areas affected by Hurricane Sandy, including Floyd Bennet Field in Brooklyn, NY. This series also contains a coin found in Rockaway Beach near B116 Street by Claire Reilly.